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Established in 2002 and focused on horses, Equine
Dental & Veterinary Services (EVDS) provides quality
equine dental services, instruments and education
to horse owners and veterinarians throughout
Australia and New Zealand, a one-stop shop for all
your equine dental requirements.
Dr. Oliver Liyou, EVDS Principal, is recognised Australia-wide,
and internationally as one of Australia's leading equine dental
veterinarians.
“His keen interest in equine dentistry has grown with each
day of practice, participation in continuing educational
events and the organization and production of dental
events in Australia. He has done everything possible to gain
knowledge in this relatively new field of equine practice and
has become an international leader in its progression ... a
forerunner in the field of equine dentistry.”
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EVDS Equine Dentistry Workshops 18-19

Dr. Jack Easley
American Veterinary Dental College/Equine - principal author of the
“textbook bible” of Equine Dentistry – Editions 1, 2 & 3

EVDS is committed to continually improve the products and
services to exceed the expectations of our horse owners and
veterinarians on each occasion that we interact with them.

Training
EVDS is the leading training centre in Australasia for equine
vets wanting to learn and master equine dentistry. It provides
the training you need to access this market and support your
owners, and their horses.
EVDS has been on the forefront of equine dental Training for
vets, providing hands-on educational opportunities to
veterinarians from all over the world. Over 650 vets since 2002
have learnt and built their skills at EVDS Workshops and
Wet Labs.

Toothfest 2021

20-21

Equipment and Dental Instruments

Porta Safe Stocks

22-24

This training is backed with quality equine dental equipment
and instruments. EVDS has developed and sells equine dental
equipment and instruments.
All dental instruments are tried and tested by Dr Oliver Liyou
before EVDS put its name to them. Many have been modified
by Dr Liyou as he discovers improvements that can be made by
using them in the field. It is a matter of pride that they only sell
the best quality instruments.
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WE ARE THE SOLE POWERFLOAT AUSTRALIA & N.Z. DISTRIBUTORS

POWERFLOAT QUICK CONNECT
KIT #1: BASIC
PF0004

EVDS

Variable speed (0 to 4000 rpm) 20 volt lithium ion motor with nano
technology. The cordless motor is adapted so that different shafts
can be attached according to need.
Included is an attachable Long Right Angle guarded shaft with
diamond disc. The guarded abrasive disc can be rotated into the up
or down position for floating of the upper and lower dental arcades.
The basic Quick Connect System allows the practitioner future
versatility to add other attachments to the system.

PowerFloat Quick Connect Kit #1 : Basic includes:
„
„
„
„
„
„

Quick Connect PowerFloat model with Long
Guarded Right Angle Attachment
100% Diamond Grinding Wheel
2 x DeWalt 20 volt Lithium NANO battery packs
1 x DeWalt 20 volt Lithium NANO battery charger
with 240v plug
PowerFloat Wheel Removal Tool
Grease Gun

„
„
„
„
„

Additional tube of grease (Premium Food
Machinery Grade)
Two Nylon Mouth Gags (Large & Small size
included)
Cleaning brush & hand towel
Pelican Carry Case - new & improved (Lifetime
Warranty)
Instructional DVD & Owner's Manual

POWERFLOAT ULTRALITE CORDLESS
KIT #1: BASIC

The preferred model by veterinarians who have shoulder and elbow discomfort,
the PowerFloat UltraLite Quick Connect Drill weighs just under 2.5 Kg and
operates up to a maximum of 3250 rpms. The UltraLite model drill comes with
two batteries and a charger, and in Kit #1 is supplied with the Guarded Right
Angle shaft with diamond disc, which can be rotated into the up or down
position for floating of the upper and lower dental arcades.

Ultralite Kit #2, Kit #3 & Kit # 4 also available

PowerFloat Quick Connect Kit #1 : Basic includes:
„ Grease Gun (lubricant applicator)
diamond disc
„ Grease Tube: 15oz tube (Premium
„ Pelican® Carry Case (Lifetime warranty)
Food Machinery Grade)
„ PowerFloat Wheel Removal tool
„Two Nylon Mouth Gags (large and
small size included)
„ Guarded Right Angle shaft with

„Cleaning Brush
„Hand Towel
„Operators Manual
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POWERFLOAT QUICK CONNECT KIT #2: CHAMFER
PowerFloat Quick Connect Kit #2 : Chamfer includes:

EVDS

PF0005

„Kit #2 contains all the items in the PowerFloat Quick

Connect #1 Kit: Basic (see previous page)
„Plus attachable Slim Right Angle shaft with chamfer

burr
The chamfer burr is used for precise angled floating of the
sharp enamel points on the upper and lower arcades.

POWERFLOAT QUICK CONNECT KIT #3: CHAMFER + ROTARY
PowerFloat Quick Connect Kit #3 : Chamfer + Rotary includes:

PF0006

„Kit #3 contains all the items in the PowerFloat Quick

Connect #1 Kit: Basic (see previous page)
„Plus attachable Slim Right Angle shaft with Chamfer

Burr
„Plus attachable Long Rotary Shaft
„Plus Solid Carbide Round Nosed Burr
„Plus Flared Diamond Burr
The narrow cylindrical round nosed carbide burr allows
easy access to the rear molars to float miniatures and
donkeys. The flared diamond burr allows easy access to
the shard caudal ridge of the last upper molar tooth. The
chamfer burr is used for precise angled floating of the
sharp enamel points on the upper and lower arcades.

POWERFLOAT QUICK CONNECT KIT #4: COMPLETE
PowerFloat Quick Connect Kit #4 : Complete includes:

PF0007

„Kit #4 contains all the items in the PowerFloat Quick

Connect #1 Kit: Basic (see previous page)
„Plus attachable Slim Right Angle shaft with Chamfer
Burr
„Plus attachable Long Rotary Shaft
„Plus Solid Carbide Round Nosed Burr
„Plus Flared Diamond Burr
„Plus attachable Short Rotary Shaft
Both the diamond flared burr and the cylindrical round nosed carbide burr can be used with the long rotary
shaft.
The narrow cylindrical round nose carbide burr is ideal for caudal hooks and allows easy access to the rear
molars to float miniatures and donkeys. The cylindrical burr can also be placed in the short rotary shaft to be
used to correct incisor teeth malocclusions. The flared diamond burr allows easy access to the shard caudal
ridge of the last upper molar tooth. The chamfer burr is used for precise angled floating of the sharp enamel
points on the upper and lower arcades.
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POWERFLOAT SHAFT OPTIONS

Please speak with EVDS about shaft compatibilities with older models.

LONG ROTARY SHAFT WITH CARBIDE BURR

PF0003

A

The Long Rotary attachment can operate several different burrs in the
up or down position. Two removable guards allow for guarded and
unguarded operation of grinding burrs. Compatible burrs include:
Large/small diamond apple core, Round-nose cylindrical burr and
Flared-end rotary burr for work on the caudal molars.

SHORT ROTARY SHAFT WITH CARBIDE BURR

PF0003

B

The Short Rotary shaft extends the ability of PowerFloat Quick
Connect by allowing the incorporation of a variety of speciallydesigned burrs. This shaft is designed to accomodate all available
PowerFloat rotary burrs.

SLIM RIGHT ANGLE WITH CHAMFER BURR
The slim right angle has a long shaft ending in a slim unguarded right
angle. This attachment connects to the Quick Connect in the left or
right horizontal position. It accepts the guarded chamfer burr which is
used to float sharp enamel points off the upper and lower arcades. The
apple core burr can also be used on this shaft.

LONG GUARDED RIGHT ANGLE WITH DIAMOND DISC

PF0003

C

PF0003

D

The slim right angle has a long shaft ending in a slim guarded right
angle. This attachment connects to the Quick Connect in the left or
right horizontal position. Also necessary to reduce hooks, ridges,
waves and ramps.

UNGUARDED RIGHT ANGLE-SHORT
WITH APPLE CORE BURR

PF0003

E

This attachment can be purchased separately. The apple core burrs are
introduced into the mouth end on, while the free hand abducts the
corner of the mouth to tighten the mandibular frenulum, allowing
gentle contouring and smoothing of the sharp edges of the lower
front cheek teeth. The upper front cheek teeth are contoured in a
similar manner.

SHORT GUARDED RIGHT ANGLE WITH DIAMOND DISC
This shortened version of the guarded right angle is used for the
reduction of incisor malocclusions. It is designed for veterinarians
who wish to have an attachment that allows incisor teeth reductions
from a closer range than can be achieved with the longer guarded
right angle attachment. Compatible with all PowerFloat grinding
wheels and diastema burrs.

PF0003

F
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POWERFLOAT BURRS, DISCS AND ACCESSORIES

CHAMFER BURR

PF0033

Attaches to a Slim Right Angle Quick Connect attachment. The guarded
diamond burr enables reduction of sharp enamel points on the upper and
lower dental arcades at variations of a 45 degree angle. The specially designed
chamfer guard protects mucosal tissue during burring procedures. It has
made routine floating right to the back of the mouth even easier. Also
available in the smaller size (PF0033A).

UPPER 11 HOOK BURR

PF0034

LOWER 11 HOOK BURR

PF0506

Designed to smooth the caudal sharp
edges and hooks on the last upper
molars (11's). Stainless steel burr with
medium grit diamonds, rounded
smooth upper surface to prevent soft
tissue abrasion. Compatible with the
PowerFloat Long Rotary Shaft.

The lower 11 diamond burr
allows easy access to the sharp
caudal edges of the last lower
molar teeth. Compatible with
the Powerfloat Quick Connect
Rotary shafts.

DIAMOND APPLE CORE BURRS

ROUND NOSED CYLINDRICAL
PF0035
CARBIDE BURR

The Diamond Apple Core burrs are
used to contour the upper and
lower front teeth (06s), and the
canine teeth. The large model is
designed for medium to large
horses.

Round Nosed Carbide burr is used
to float the rear teeth in
miniatures and donkeys. This burr
attaches to the long or short
rotary shaft. When attached to the
shor t rotar y it is used for
reductions of incisor teeth. It is
ideal for caudal hook reduction.

Small Burr PF0044
Large Burr PF0045

DIAMOND GRINDING DISC

PF0030

The latest disc available, is by far
the smoothest, requiring less
sedation for the patient. With
correct application, trials have
shown it to last approximately
120-150 horses.

POWERFLOAT DISK REMOVAL
TOOL
The simplest and easiest
method for changing
discs on the PowerFloat.
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DIASTEMA BURRS
- SET OF 3

PF0036

Diastema Burrs also available separately.

PFA1012
PF0039

PF0038

PF0037

This set of three tungsten carbide burrs are
sized and shaped to allow a full diastema gap
widening procedure. The burr shapes are
narrow cone, wide cone and slimline burr.

POWERFLOAT BURRS, DISCS AND ACCESSORIES
DEWALT 20V RECHARGEABLE
BATTERY

PF32

PF31

GREASE GUN FOR 400g
CARTRIDGES

PFR1020

Pistol grip grease gun
( h o l d s 4 0 0 g gre a s e
cartridges), fits straight
into PowerFloat grease
port.

20 volt battery charger,
mains supply only - for
Dewalt 20v batteries that
come with current model
PowerFloats. With 240v
plug for Australia and New
Zealand.

18V TO 20V
CONVERSION KIT

PF24

Pistol grip grease gun (holds 450g grease
cartridges), fits straight into PowerFloat
grease port.

20 volt rechargeable
battery for Quick Connect
PowerFloats or PowerFloats
- all current models of
Powerfloat kits come with
20v batteries.

DEWALT 20V MAINS
BATTERY CHARGER

GREASE GUN FOR 450g
CARTRIDGES

EVDS

POWERFLOAT GREASE GUN PFA1009

PF1214KIT

6½ inch (16.5 cm)
long taper point
gre a s e g u n . Th e
tapered end fits into the 2 grease ports which are
located on the right angle area of the PowerFloat.
The grease is injected into the grease ports with
force by a plunger effect.

450g GREASE CARTRIDGE

PF22

Premium food safe grease.
The 18v to 20v Conversion Kit allows for use of the
20v Max DeWalt lithium ion batteries in 18v
Powerfloats.
Purchasing these items in the kit as opposed to
individually will save you over $60! And with the
18v DeWalt batteries being discontinued, it makes
sense to invest in the conversion kit.

• Do not leave battery in adapter when not in use
Adapter is only to be used with DeWalt 20v Max
• batteries

400g HIGH TEMPERATURE
GREASE CARTRIDGE
PFR1010
Premium food safe grease for high temperature
environments, eg. suitable for Northern
Queensland.

Convertor sold separately
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EVDS BRONZE DENTAL PACKAGE†
BONUS
GIFT

$909.01 credit (excl. GST) for LEVEL 2 Intermediate Dental Workshop

PowerFloat Cordless Quick Connect
Kit #1: Basic
PF0004

Powerlite Mk IV
PFA1001

EVDS 2019 Stainless
Steel Speculum
SP01

Dental Halter with Rope
& Cleat (size "horse")
PF0091

Rectangular Dental Mirror
OE08.1

Dental Pick - Thin Tipped
OE10.1

Plastic Flushing Syringe 400ml
OE09

Stainless Steel Bucket 12 L, angled sides
OE12

Screw-on Instrument Holders x 2
OE15.1

Slimline Hand Float 20 inch
HT02

Slimline Blade
HT07
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Continued over

EVDS BRONZE DENTAL PACKAGE†
BONUS
GIFT

$909.01 credit (excl. GST) for LEVEL 2 Intermediate Dental Workshop

Upper Premolar Hand Float 18 inch
HT03

Solid Tungsten Carbide 'M' Blade x 3
HT08

Upper Incisor Hand Float 13 inch
HT05

Straight Long Hand Float 20 inch
HT01

Bit Seat Hand Float 13 inch
HT04

Solid Tungsten Carbide "S" Blade
HT09

Carry Bag
HT10

Wolf Tooth Forceps Angled 7 inch
WT05

Extra Long Wolf Tooth Elevator
(4mm WT10 or 6mm WT11)
Periodontal Forceps 25mm with locking
N10.3

Cap Spreaders
CT02.1

EVDS

You save 15% OFF R.R.P. Total
PLUS Bonus Gift EVDS Workshop Credit
† Prices are excluding GST and relevant as of September 1 2020 and are subject to change without notice.
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EVDS SILVER DENTAL PACKAGE†
BONUS
GIFT

$1,090.91 credit (excl. GST) for LEVEL 2 Intermediate Dental Workshop

PowerFloat
Cordless
Quick Connect
Kit #2: Chamfer

Powerlite Mk IV
PFA1001

PF0005

Dental Halter
with Rope
& Cleat
(size "horse")

EVDS 2019
Stainless Steel
Speculum
SP01

PF0091

Rectangular Dental
Mirror

Dental Pick with
T Piece Handle

OE08.1

OE10

Dental Pick - Thin Tipped

Plastic Flushing Syringe 400ml

OE10.1

OE09

Pulp Explorer

Periodontal Dental Probe
OE11

OE11.5

Stainless Steel Bucket 12 L, angled sides
OE12

Bucket Buddy (Stainless Steel)
OE15

Slimline Hand Float 20 inch

Slimline Blade

HT02

HT07

Upper Premolar Hand Float
18 inch

Solid Tungsten
Carbide 'M'
Blade x 3

HT03

HT08

Upper Incisor Hand Float
13 inch

Straight Long Hand Float
20 inch

HT05

HT01
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Continued over

EVDS SILVER DENTAL PACKAGE†
BONUS
GIFT

$1,090.91 credit (excl. GST) for LEVEL 2 Intermediate Dental Workshop

Bit Seat Hand Float 13 inch
HT04

Solid Tungsten Carbide "S" Blade
HT09

Carry Bag

Complete Wolf
Tooth Set

HT10

WT01

Wedge (Nylon)
Speculum

Food Impaction
Water Pick

SP03

OE09.1

Periodontal Forceps 25mm with locking
N10.3

Oli's Style Cap Extractor
with Speculum Opener

Cap Spreaders
CT02.1

CT03

Universal Molar Forceps
CT01

Cheek Teeth Mucosal Elevator
CT04

Fulcrum Extraction
- 4 Head/2 Shaft Set
CT05

EVDS

You save 15% OFF R.R.P. Total
PLUS Bonus Gift EVDS Workshop Credit
† Prices are excluding GST and relevant as of September 1 2020 and are subject to change without notice.
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EVDS GOLD DENTAL PACKAGE†
BONUS
GIFT

$1,818.18 credit (excl. GST) for LEVEL 2 Intermediate Dental Workshop

PowerFloat Cordless
Quick Connect
Kit #3: Chamfer
+ Rotary

PFA1001

EVDS 2019
Stainless Steel
Speculum

Dental Halter with
Rope & Cleat
(size "horse")

SP01

PF0091

Rectangular Dental Mirror

Dental Pick with T Piece Handle

OE08.1

OE10

Dental Pick - Thin Tipped

Plastic Flushing Syringe 400ml

OE10.1

OE09

Pulp Explorer

Periodontal Dental Probe

Powerlite Mk IV

PF0006

OE11

OE11.5

Stainless Steel Bucket 12 L, angled sides
OE12

Bucket Buddy (Stainless Steel)
OE15

Slimline Hand Float 20 inch

Slimline Blade

HT02

HT07

Upper Premolar Hand Float
18 inch

Solid Tungsten Carbide
'M' Blade x 3

HT03

HT08

Upper Incisor Hand Float
13 inch

Straight Long Hand Float
20 inch

HT05

HT01

Bit Seat Hand Float 13 inch

Solid Tungsten Carbide
"S" Blade

HT04

HT09

Complete Wolf
Tooth Set
WT01
12

Carry Bag
HT10
Continued over

EVDS GOLD DENTAL PACKAGE†
BONUS
GIFT

Wedge (Nylon)
Speculum

$1,818.18 credit (excl. GST) for LEVEL 2 Intermediate Dental Workshop

Food Impaction
Water Pick

SP03

OE09.1

Periodontal Forceps
25mm with locking

Cap Spreaders
CT02.1

N10.3

Oli's Style Cap Extractor
with Speculum Opener

Universal Molar Forceps
CT01

CT03

Cheek Teeth Mucosal Elevator
CT04

Fulcrum Extraction
- 4 Head/2 Shaft Set
CT05

EVDS Pony
Speculum

Geriatric Plate
- extra soft x 2

SP02

SP04.1

Parrot Mouth
Plate - half moon

Grease Gun for
450gm cartridges

SP06

PF24

Molar Spreaders

4 Prong Forceps

CT02

CT09.1

Retained Root
Elevators - Set of 4

Molar Fragment Extractors
CT15

CT13

Cheek Teeth Root Tip
Compound Forceps

Pulp Capping Kit
PC01

CT20

EVDS

You save 18% OFF R.R.P. Total
PLUS Bonus Gift EVDS Workshop Credit
† Prices are excluding GST and relevant as of September 1 2020 and are subject to change without notice.
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EVDS PLATINUM DENTAL PACKAGE†
BONUS
GIFT

$3,181.82 credit (excl. GST) for LEVEL 2 Intermediate Dental Workshop

Porta Safe Stocks

Powerlite Mk IV

PowerFloat Cordless
Quick Connect
Kit #4:
Complete

PFA1001

PF0007

EVDS 2019
Stainless Steel
Speculum

Dental Halter with
Rope & Cleat
(size "horse")

SP01

PF0091

Rectangular Dental Mirror

Dental Pick with T Piece Handle

OE08.1

OE10

Dental Pick - Thin Tipped

Plastic Flushing Syringe 400ml

OE10.1

OE09

Screw-on Instrument
Holders x 2

Stainless Steel Bucket
12 L, angled sides x 2

OE15.1

OE12

Bucket Buddy
(Stainless Steel)
OE15
14

EVDS PLATINUM DENTAL PACKAGE†
BONUS
GIFT

$3,181.82 credit (excl. GST) for LEVEL 2 Intermediate Dental Workshop

Pulp Explorer

Periodontal Dental Probe

OE11.5

OE11

Slimline Hand Float 20 inch

Slimline Blade

HT02

HT07

Upper Premolar Hand Float
18 inch

Solid Tungsten Carbide
'M' Blade x 3

HT03

HT08

Upper Incisor Hand Float
13 inch

Straight Long Hand Float
20 inch

HT05

HT01

Bit Seat Hand Float 13 inch

Solid Tungsten Carbide
"S" Blade

HT04

HT09

Complete Wolf
Tooth Set

Carry Bag
HT10

WT01

Wedge (Nylon)
Speculum

Food Impaction
Water Pick

SP03

OE09.1

Periodontal Forceps
25mm with locking

Cap Spreaders
CT02.1

N10.3

Oli's Style Cap Extractor
with Speculum Opener

Universal Molar Forceps
CT01

CT03
Continued over
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EVDS PLATINUM DENTAL PACKAGE†
BONUS
GIFT

$3,181.82 credit (excl. GST) for LEVEL 2 Intermediate Dental Workshop

Cheek Teeth Mucosal Elevator
CT04

Fulcrum Extraction
- 4 Head/2 Shaft Set
CT05

EVDS Pony
Speculum

Geriatric Plate
- extra soft x 2

SP02

SP04.1

Parrot Mouth
Plate - half moon
SP06

Grease Gun for
450gm cartridges
PF24

4 Prong Forceps
CT09.1

Molar Fragment Extractors
CT15

Cheek Teeth Root Tip
Compound Forceps
CT20

Pulp Capping Kit

3 Prong Extractors - Onside

3 Prong Extractors - Offside

CT08

CT09

EVDS

PC01

You save 11% OFF R.R.P. Total
PLUS Bonus Gift EVDS Workshop Credit
† Prices are excluding GST and relevant as of September 1 2020 and are subject to change without notice.
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Bring your old

PowerFloat

into the future

PowerFloat
PATENTED

If you are considering upgrading your older model
PowerFloat to a 20V Quick Connect, so you have
the ability to interchange shafts in seconds...

WE CAN CONVERT IT

to the Quick Connect System for you!

Expert Conversions within 2-7 days!
EVDS PowerFloat Technician Chris Spry can convert your old
PowerFloat to a Quick Connect System within 2-7 days, and
send it back with a brand NEW Quick Connect Shaft with flat disk.

Give your old PowerFloat a new lease of life!
Phone Chris direct on 0437 721 006
for more information.
To increase the efficiency and standard of your dentals, talk to EVDS
about the available Chamfer Burr shaft. As the older style 14V drill
becomes obsolete, we will be able to supply you with a new 20V
lithium ion PF Quick Connect drill unit, bringing you up-to-date with
PF technology and with minimal operational downtime.

Book it in!

Call EVDS now on 02 6642 4700
or email us at vets@evds.net.au

EVDS
EQUINE VETERINARY &
DENTAL SERVICES Pty Ltd

www.evds.vet
vets@evds.net.au
Ph: 02 6642 4700
Fax: 02 6642 8564

Visit our website at www.evds.net.au to download service and repair forms
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The new Swissvet TERAFLOAT combines
15 years of experience with Swiss engineering.
The Terafloat has all the features a dental
float ought to have: it is lightweight,
battery-powered, with a flexible shaft, a
rotating head, and interchangeable discs or
burrs. It is water resistant, maintenance
free, durable and affordable, and
represents a new generation of dentistry
instruments for routine or advanced
procedures. Designed and manufactured in
Switzerland.

TERAFLOAT LED

Terafloat is a great instrument for routine
dentistry and users particularly appreciate
the light weight, the built in LED lights and the
simple and durable construction.

A more economical solution is now
available with Terafloat Eco.

TERAFLOAT ECO

We are excited to offer a few additions:
•

The Terafloat motor
has a new lock for the
variable speed trigger.

•

The Terafloat head now
comes with the option
to use the grinding disk
with or without a disc
guard.

•

A slimline shaft with
built in LED lights and a well-guarded
diamond burr. Its low-profile design makes
it perfect for ponies or other cases where
space is restricted.

These new shafts fit the standard Terafloat
motor.

EVDS
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The Eco model carries the same components
as the Terafloat LED model with the
exception of the shaft: instead of LED
aluminum shafts the instrument uses a
simple stainless-steel shafts.
Three Eco shafts are
available: Eco straight,
Eco curved and
EcoTurnflex. This model
also uses a more
affordable motor
without the LED wiring.
Terafloat Eco has its own Ponyshaft as well.

WE ARE THE SOLE DISTIBUTORS FOR TERAFLOAT IN AUSTRALIA

EVDS

TERAFLOAT KITS
TERAFLOAT ECO
ECO BASIC SET

T-0036G

1 x Motor ECO, 2 x Batteries 3.0Ah, 1 x Charger, 1 x Routine ECO shaft with
guarded rotary disc T3-C10, 1 x Tool Bag, 1 x Long case. Also available with
Head with non-guarded rotary disc T2-C10 (T-0036).

ECO STANDARD SET

T-0042G

2 x Motors ECO, 3 x Batteries 3.0Ah, 1 x Charger, 1 x Routine ECO shaft with
guarded rotary disc T3-C10, 1 x Routine ECO shaft with non-guarded Apple
Core Burr A2-M8, 1 x Tool Bag, 1 x Long case. Also available with a head with
non-guarded rotary disc T2-C10.

TERAFLOAT LED
LED BASIC SET

T-0004G

1 x Motor LED, 2 x Batteries 3.0Ah, 1 x Charger, 1 x Routine LED shaft with
guarded rotary disc T3-C10, 1 x Tool Bag, 1 x Long case. Also available with a
head with non-guarded rotary disc T2-C10.

LED STANDARD SET

T-0014G

2 x Motors LED, 3 x Batteries 3.0Ah, 1 x Charger, 1 x Routine LED shaft with
guarded rotary disc T3-C10, 1 x Routine LED shaft with non-guarded Apple
Core Burr A2-M8, 1 x Tool Bag, 1 x Long case. Also available with a head with
non-guarded rotary disc T2-C10.

TERAFLOAT FLX
FLX BASIC SET

T-0077G

1 x Motor Eco, 1 x Belt with Holster, 1 x Batteries 6.0Ah, 1 x Charger, 1 x
Flexible Drive Shaft, 1 x Terafloat FLX Shaft withguarded rotary disc T3-C10,
1 x Tool Bag, 1 x Long Case. Also available with a head with non-guarded
rotary disc T2-C10.

FLX STANDARD SET

T-0083G

1 x Motor Eco, 1 x Belt with Handpiece Holster, 1 x Batteries 6.0Ah, 1 x
Charger, 1 x Flexible Drive Shaft, 1 x Terafloat FLXshaft with guarded Rotary
disc T3-C10, 1 x Terafloat FLX shaft with non-guarded Apple Core Burr A2M8, 1 x Tool Bag, 1 x Long Case. Also available with a head with non-guarded
rotary disc T2-C10.
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EVDS

TERAFLOAT ACCESSORIES

TERAFLOAT MOTOR

T-0101

S1 INCISOR WHEEL
DIAMOND COATED

T-0285

For incisor shaft.

Milwaukee 12v motor with trigger lock, LED ready, no batteries.

T2 LARGE
ROTARY DISK
DIAMOND COATED

T-0202

Z1 LARGE
CYLINDRICAL BURR
DIAMOND COATED

T-0221

T3 LARGE
ROTARY DISK
DIAMOND COATED

T-0203

D1 SHORT
DIASTEMA BURR
DIAMOND COATED

T-0261

A2 APPLE CORE BURR
- DIAMOND COATED

T-0212

D2 LONG
DIASTEMA BURR
DIAMOND COATED

T-0262

A3 APPLE CORE
BURR - LONG
- DIAMOND COATED

T-0213

D3 EXTRA LONG
DIASTEMA BURR
DIAMOND COATED

T-0263

FOR NON-GUARDED HEAD

FOR GUARDED HEAD

Tip not coated.

A4 APPLE CORE BURR
- DIAMOND COATED
+ CANINE
With additional inside coating for canine work.
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T-0217

P1 PONY SHAFT BURR
DIAMOND COATED
For Terafloat FLX only.

T-0283

EVDS 2019 STAINLESS STEEL SPECULUM

EVDS

SP01
The 2019 Stainless Steel
EVDS Speculum surpasses
cheaper speculums on the
m a r k et by f a r w i t h i t ' s
superior quality and five
year warranty.

Spreader
effect on hinges
keeps sidearms
& straps away
from cheeks

The 2019 Stainless Steel EVDS
Speculum has been designed by
equine vets to create a high quality,
extremely versatile and strong unit to
suit all occasions and sized horses. Low
maintenance yet very strong biothane
poll and nose straps with closely
positioned holes for the comfort of the
horse. Uniquely designed sidearm
hinges produce a spreader effect to
keep the sidearms and poll straps away
from the horses cheeks.
With six teeth on the ratchets, the
speculum is easy to open and close on
all horses. The ratchets have been
specifically thickened to add extra
insurance against breaking.

Closing tabs
on speculum
make it easier to
close when on
horse

Magnetised
half moon
plates come
standard

Strap holes
are now closer
together for
comfort of
horse

Rachets are
now double
strength and allow
for finer
adjustment

Closing tabs on the speculum make it easier to close when on the horse. Magnetised half moon plates come standard with the
speculum. Optional incisor plates for parrot mouths and optional padded geriatric plates for old horses also available, as well
as replacement ratchets.

Features and benefits
Stainless Steel with mirror
finish
Professional, aesthetically pleasing.
Strong stainless steel which is much
more resistant to fracturing as with
the commonly used cast metal.
Durable synthetic straps
Flexible, yet strong synthetic straps with no oiling needed.
All straps with holes set with only 15 mm gap in between to allow for
closer adjustments
More comfort for the horse, and
easier to set the speculum in the
correct position - minimising the
chance of the horse getting out of
the speculum, and biting the arm of
the vet.

More comfort to the horses - especially older horses with worn
down upper incisors - results in these horses behaving better when
having the teeth done.
Higher level of iron in the metal of the incisor plates allows a
PowerLite head's magnet to attach directly onto the speculum's
incisor plates, removing the need to use adaptor plates for a
PowerLite.
Reinforced ratchets
Almost double the thickness of the
standard McPherson speculums
and Hausman's gags on the market
— some of which are fracturing too
frequently to be considered safe.
Ratchets with 6 notches

Speculum suits all sizes of horse, ponies and donkeys.

Able to accommodate all size horses, with majority of horses and
ponies comfortable on 4 clicks.With the ratchets closer together
than normal, it is easier to open the speculum. Can go 5 clicks in
order to place the “Vet Only” PowerFloat head directly on the
occlusal table of the lower last molars if hooks, ramps or ridges
present

In-built spreader effect

Closing tabs at origin of poll straps

Prevents the side arms and poll
straps from pushing the cheeks in,
making it easier to file the upper
cheek teeth. Also allows the 9" long
shafted wolf tooth elevator to be
used for extracting wolf teeth in a
more precise manner.

Allows for easy closing even when horses are squeezing down on
the incisor plates.

Poll strap has holes positioned to suit from miniature ponies up to
draft horses.

Incisor plates have the back lip reduced in height and rounded over.

Optional plates
Optional incisor plates for geriatric
horses and parrot mouth enable the
EVDS 2019 Speculum to easily
accomodate any horse's mouth.
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SPECULUMS & SPECULUM ACCESSORIES
EVDS PONY SPECULUM

SP02

Features low maintenance yet very
strong biothane poll and nose
straps with closely positioned
holes for the comfort of the pony, along with uniquely designed sidearm
hinges that produce a spreader effect to keep the sidearms and poll
straps away from the ponies cheeks. With five teeth on the ratchets, the
speculum is easy to open and close, plus the ratchets have been
specifically thickened to add extra insurance against breaking. Closing
tabs on the speculum make it easier to close when on the pony.
Magnetised half moon plates come standard with the speculum.
Optional incisor plates for parrot mouths are available, as well as
replacement ratchets. Superior quality and five year warranty.
SP03

With the ease and convenience
similar to a swail's gag, this speculum
is a lot safer to use. The nylon wedge
allows the pressure to be distributed
over several cheek teeth and will not
fracture teeth like a swail's gag. Ideal for filing or x-raying incisors.
Also available for WEDGE (NYLON) SPECULUM
REPLACEMENT PLASTIC WEDGES - MEDIUM
REPLACEMENT PLASTIC WEDGES - LARGE

ALUMINIUM INCISOR
PLATES - PAIR

SP14
SP15
SP31

ALUMINIUM INCISOR
SP30
PLATE
OE02

The Liyou Wood Block can do what the
leading alternative system on the market
does, but for less than 15% of the price!

The LWB keeps the incisors apart at either
60, 80 or 100 mm so allows for open mouth radiography of the cheek
teeth. The most commonly used distance is 80 mm, and that is where it
not only protects the lips and tongue from being cut should the head
"bounce" its incisors on the table, but it also allows the use of offset DV
views of the cheek teeth.
Beautifully finished off with smooth edges and no splinters, this block
will last a lifetime and is essential part of any equine radiography kit.

MOUTH PLATE - REGULAR

SP10

SP-0022

This modified Gunther speculum has all the
features of a standard Gunther speculum,
but the maxillary incisor plates can deviate
to the side, allowing an excursion of the
maxilla. This is used to improve the quality
of certain radiology views or for certain
surgical procedures. Made of stainless steel
with a biothane strap.

INCISOR SPECULUM
(HORSE & PONY SIZE)

SP11

SP12

Tubular speculum for doing incisor work.
Fits most horses and ponies mouths.

INCISOR SPECULUM
(DRAUGHT HORSE SIZE)

SP13

Tubular Speculum made for doing
incisor work. Fits most draught and
other heavy horse mouths.
SP18

The arcade speculum keeps the tongue and cheeks away from the
teeth, allowing better visualisation of the lingual and buccal sides of
the cheek teeth, the gingival margins and interproximal spaces.
Great for use in doing periodontal treatment. It can also be used as a
cheek retractor for demonstrating problems to clients.

The parrot mouth plate has hinges
set so that the lower plate sits back
accommodating the lower incisor
position.
Also available for EVDS PONY SPECULUM

SP05

SP07

* WHILE STOCKS LAST

PARROT MOUTH PLATE
- HALF MOON FOR EVDS SPECULUM

SP06

Large surface tooth plates for an
easier access to the incisor tooth
table area. Specially designed for
horses with incisor malocclusion. HIGHLY Recommended.
Also available for EVDS PONY SPECULUM

SP08

RACHETS & SPRINGS

SP16

FOR EVDS SPECULUM

* WHILE STOCKS LAST

MOUTH PLATE FOR NON-EVDS
SPECULUM * WHILE STOCKS LAST
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SP09

* WHILE STOCKS LAST

MOUTH PLATE - HALF MOON

FOR EVDS SPECULUM

MODIFIED GUNTHER
SPECULUM

PARROT MOUTH PLATE
- REGULAR FOR EVDS SPECULUM

It allows the sedated horses head to be
rested on a table surface, for repeatable and
consistent radiography angles of both sides
of the head for comparison.

FOR EVDS SPECULUM

SP04.1

Made with high quality magnetized
stainless steel with a thick coating of
soft rubber which provides excellent comfort for the geriatric horse.
They may also be used during surgical procedures, on horses with
severe parrot mouth, and on livestock such as cattle which lack
upper incisors. Sold as set of two.

ARCADE SPECULUM FLOAT HANDLE

Also available individually

LIYOU X-RAY
BLOCK

GERIATRIC PLATE - EXTRA SOFT
FOR EVDS SPECULUM

The EDVS Pony Speculum is ideal
for practitioners who do lots of
pony/mini dentistry.

WEDGE (NYLON) SPECULUM

EVDS

Replacement ratchets and springs
for the 2019 EVDS Stainless Steel
Speculum (1 pair).

ORAL EXAMINATION TOOLS
POWERLITE MK IV

PFA1001

PowerLite IV is a portable, batteryoperated light source designed to
attach to the upper incisor plate of
an equine dental speculum. Its
compact, water-resistant design
makes this product the most
reliable and convenient light
source available for vets. Features
include:

EVDS
DENTAL PICK WITH
T PIECE HANDLE

OE10

The dental pick is great for multiple uses: demonstrating pathology
to owners, cleaning out and exploring occlusal surfaces,
periodontal pockets and diastemas. Polished stainless steel.

= Latest high powered LED technology, double the brightness of

the PowerLite III.
= Powered by lithium-ion rechargeable batteries (x6) for extended

DENTAL PICK - THIN TIPPED

OE10.1

operation between charges. Batteries included.
= Simple secure light head attachment and positioning using

powerful neodymium magnets.
= Includes speculum adapter plate for non-ferrous speculum
incisor plates, plus carry case.

ROUND EQUINE DENTAL MIRROR

The dental pick is great for multiple uses: demonstrating pathology
to owners, cleaning out and exploring occlusal surfaces,
periodontal pockets and diastemas. Polished stainless steel.

OE08

PERIODONTAL DENTAL PROBE

OE11

* WHILE STOCKS LAST

The 18 inch polished stainless steel T piece with rigid handle &
angled mirror head allows visualization of all areas of the mouth. It
can also be used to push the tongue away from the lower cheek
teeth. Essential for diagnosing & assessing periodontal disease,
cheek tooth pathology, etc.

18 inch (45mm) handle with 1.5 inch (3.8mm) high hook style end,
stainless steel dental probe with marker increments every 5mm to
assist in measuring the depth of periodontal pockets. Knurled
handle for better gripping. The hook design assists in the placement
of the probe into pockets in the caudal part of the mouth.

Also available for ROUND EQUINE DENTAL MIRROR
REPLACEMENT MIRROR FACE
OE08.2
& SILICONE SEALANT- ROUND

PULP EXPLORER

RECTANGULAR DENTAL MIRROR

OE11.5

OE08.1

Pulp exposures in teeth are not uncommon & this tool is ideal for
diagnosing them. Total length is 16 inches (40.6cm).

Stainless steel Dental Mirror designed for optimal viewing of all
intra-oral structures including occlusal surfaces, periodontal
pockets, and diastemas. 18.5 inch (47 cm) long stainless steel dental
mirror with convenient "T" handle. The 10 degree tilted end piece
contains a 2 inch (5 cm) diameter mirror.

SCREW-IN PROBE HANDLE &
POINT SET IN CARRY CASE

OE11.6

Also available for RECTANGULAR DENTAL MIRROR
REPLACEMENT MIRROR FACE
OE08.3
& SILICONE SEALANT- RECTANGULAR

PISTOL GRIP FLUSHING
SYRINGE

OE09.2

An essential tool for performing
a thorough examination and for flushing periodontal
pockets with antiseptic solutions. Plastic cylinder
with metal nozzle and rod.

FOOD IMPACTION WATER PICK
Oral flushing attachment for a garden
hose - delivers high pressure water to
flush out food and debris impacted
between teeth and is a useful aid in the
treatment of periodontal pockets.
Comes with additional spray nozzle and
fittings to attach to hoselink as well as
regular tap fittings.

OE09.1

The kit comes with a stainless steel handle, three points and a carry
bag. The stainless steel handle accepts interchangeable screw-in
points (Perio Probe, Pulp Explorer and Scaler), The handle is 8mm
wide and 37cm long with knurled grip. Pieces are also available
separately.

OE11.6 includes:

PROBE HANDLE - SCREW IN STYLE
SCREW-IN POINT PERIODONTAL PROBE
SCREW-IN POINT - PULP EXPLORER
SCREW-IN POINT - SCALER

OE11.1
OE11.7
OE11.8
OE11.9
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ORAL EXAMINATION TOOLS
PERIODONTAL FORCEPS 15mm
- LOCKING

N10.2

Long-handled, right angled periodontal forceps. Designed
to remove forage that accumulates in periodontal pockets
and valve diastema between equine cheek teeth. Has locking
mechanism. Overall length 40cm, claw length 15mm.

PERIODONTAL FORCEPS 25mm
- LOCKING

STAINLESS STEEL 12 LT
BUCKET, ANGLED SIDES

OE12

A durable and professional looking stainless
steel 12 litre bucket with angled sides.
Dimensions: top diameter 32cm; bottom
diameter 22cm; height 28cm. Rubber lined in
the bottom which helps to protect your tools.

N10.3

Long-handled, right angled periodontal forceps. Designed
to remove forage that accumulates in periodontal pockets
and valve diastema between equine cheek teeth. Has
locking mechanism. Overall length 40cm, claw length 25mm.

DENTAL HALTER WITH ROPE
& CLEAT (SIZE "HORSE")

EVDS

PF0091

The Dental Halter is made of heavy duty
webbing and reinforced tubing. Designed so
that the veterinarian can adjust the horse's
head to a comfor table position whilst
performing dental work.

BUCKET BUDDY (STAINLESS
STEEL) FOR 12 LITRE BUCKET
Designed to fit 0E12 Stainless Steel 12 Litre
Bucket, angled sides only. A stainless steel
bucket together with the Bucket Buddy is the
ultimate way to protect your tools.

SCREW-ON INSTRUMENT
HOLDER

Also available for DENTAL HALTER WITH ROPE & CLEAT:
PF0093
REPLACEMENT ROPE AND CLEAT
ROPE and CLEAT also available individually.

OE15

OE15.1

Screws onto the side of the bucket. Stainless steel.
Approx 25cm in length. A great way to protect
your tools while providing easy access for use.

WOLF TEETH INSTRUMENTS
COMPLETE WOLF TOOTH SET
This kit will allow you to handle almost
any size and shape of wolf tooth
including lowers. Once the tooth is
loose the 10" forceps spring and
narrower head are used to remove the
tooth. The burgess set with 4 head
sizes will accommodate all sizes of
upper wolf teeth.

WOLF TOOTH/DECIDUOUS
INCISOR FORCEPS 10 INCH

WT01
BEST
VALUE

WT04

WT05.1

Narrow angled head forceps which is used for grasping
the loosened wolf tooth during extraction. Has a slightly
longer claw than WT05 and a light spring to help avoid
applying too much pressure/crushing teeth. Total length
is 18cm. Claw length is 3cm.
WT06
EXTRA LONG WOLF TOOTH
ELEVATOR 8mm- BURGESS HANDLE

WT05

7" (18cm) long. 1" (25mm) claw.
WT13
OFFSET EXTRA LONG WOLF
TOOTH ELEVATORS (SET OF 2) 6MM

Used to perform upper wolf tooth loosening where access might be
awkward with a straight elevator whilst visualising through an open
mouth with a speculum on . Total length is 11.4 inches (29cm). Blade
is 6mm wide and curved. Stainless steel. Comes with carry bag.
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WT03

This instrument is the most universally useful elevator for extracting
wolf teeth without a speculum on. Total length is 6 inches (15.2cm).
The blade width is 6mm.

WOLF TOOTH FORCEPS 18cm
WITH SPRING & LONGER NOSE

This tool is great for grasping the
loosened wolf tooth during extraction,
along with retained deciduous incisor teeth.
10.2" (26cm) long, 1.3" (35mm) claw. Essential for incisor extractions.

WOLF TOOTH FORCEPS ANGLED

WOLF TOOTH ELEVATOR
6 INCH - 6mm

Used to perform upper wolf tooth loosening whilst visualising
through an open mouth with a speculum on. Total length is 11
inches (28cm). Blade is 8mm wide and curved. Stainless steel with an
hard plastic burgess handle for superior grip.

EXTRA LONG WOLF TOOTH ELEVATOR
4mm WT10 6mm WT11 & 8mm WT12

Used to perform upper wolf tooth loosening whilst visualising
through an open mouth with a speculum on. Total length is 11
inches (28cm). Stainless steel with an octagonal grip.

HAND TOOLS

EVDS

All EVDS Hand Tools are made from mirror polished stainless steel. They all are fitted with
the comfortable non-slip moulded, colour coded grips that are durable and easy to clean.

STRAIGHT LONG HAND FLOAT
20 INCH

HT01

The blade for this hand float is usually positioned to be used on the
pull stroke. With this, the tool is used on the entire lower arcade, and
on the upper 4th and 5th cheek teeth. It's total length is 20"
(50.8cm). Has coloured comfortable grip. Takes the "M" blade HT08.
Blade not included.
Also available for MINIATURE HORSES:
STRAIGHT LONG HAND FLOAT 14.5 INCH

HTA01

* WHILE STOCKS LAST

SLIMLINE HAND FLOAT 20 INCH

HT02

Comes with the coloured comfortable grip. The blade is usually
positioned to be used on the pull stroke. The head has a slight angle.
With this, the tool is used on the entire lower arcade,upper 11s and
on the upper 4th and 5th cheek teeth. 20 inches long from end to
end. This hand float is uniquely sized and shaped to allow easy, fast
and effective access to the very back sharp points on the upper
cheek teeth. Takes the slimline blade HT07. Blade not included.

UPPER PREMOLAR HAND FLOAT
18 INCH

HT03

This 18" (45.7cm) long hand float has back angled head which is
3.25" (8.2cm) long. The blade can be positioned for the push or the
pull stroke, depending on the user's preference. Comes with the
coloured comfortable grip. Takes the "M" blade HT08. Blade not
included.
Also available for MINIATURE HORSES:
HTM03
HTM02
UPPER PREMOLAR HAND FLOAT 14 INCH
* WHILE STOCKS LAST

UPPER PREMOLAR HAND FLOAT 12 INCH

HTA03

* WHILE STOCKS LAST

Blades for all hand tools
sold separately!

UPPER INCISOR HAND FLOAT
13 INCH

This hand float is back angled to allow the ideal angle and
positioning on the upper incisor teeth for the 3.25 inch (8.2cm) head
to be pushed by your arm. The total length of this hand float is a
short 13 inches (33cm). The short length minimizes pressure on your
wrists. Can also be used on lower incisors. Takes the "M" blade HT08.
Blade not included.

LOWER INCISOR HAND FLOAT
13 INCH

HT04

The bit seat hand float is 13 inches (33cm) long and has the back
angled 2 inch (5cm) head for the blade to be set on the push stroke. It
allows the careful contouring of the upper and lower second
premolar teeth ("bit seating"). Takes the "S" blade HT09. Blade not
included.

J-B WELD EPOXY GLUE
Can be used on the slimline blade to attach to the
slimline hand float. Recommended to anyone who
is buying the slimline hand float, alpaca and
miniature hand floats.

M06

HT06

This hand float is 13 inches (33cm) long with a 3.25 inch (8.2cm)
head. It is straight to enable precise and easy strokes on the lower
incisor tables and also on the lower canines. Takes the "M" blade
HT08. Blade not included.

SLIMLINE BLADE

HT07

These blades fit the slimline hand float (HT02). They are
2.25" (57mm) long and have a medium sized cutting tooth.
Comes with adhesive already attached to the back of the
blade ready for use. Made in Australia.

SOLID TUNGSTEN CARBIDE
'M' BLADE

HT08

The "M" blade fits all EVDS hand floats with a 3.25" (8.2cm)
head. They cut in one direction and can be set on the push
or pull stroke. They are made in Australia from the highest
quality tungsten carbide and can be re-sharpened two to
three times.

SOLID TUNGSTEN CARBIDE
'S' BLADE

HT09

The "S" blade fits the EVDS "Bit Seat" hand float and has the
ideal size of cutting tooth for the job. It is 2" (50mm) long
and made in Australia from the highest quality tungsten
carbide. These blades can be re-sharpened two to three
times.

CARRY BAG
BIT SEAT HAND FLOAT 13 INCH

HT05

HT10

This Australian made, tough and durable canvas
bag will prevent your tools from banging
together and chipping the tungsten teeth on
the blades. It looks professional and is very
durable. Note: bag colour subject to change.

'S' FLOAT - SMALL

HTS1

7.8" (20cm) long and 0.75" (1.9cm) wide.

'S' FLOAT - MEDIUM

HTS2

11.4" (29cm) long
and 0.75" (1.9cm) wide.
The "S" floats are two-sided files that are used for finishing and
floating areas in the mouth that are difficult to reach with a standard
float or large rasp. Made from copper painted regular steel with
medium grits on both sides and both ends. Available in two sizes,
Medium and Small.
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CHEEK TEETH INSTRUMENTS
UNIVERSAL MOLAR FORCEPS

CT01

Stainless steel 22 inch (56cm) forceps for extraction of the large
majority of both upper and lower intact adult cheek teeth. Essential
for any professional performing quality dental work in horses.

MOLAR SPREADERS

CT02.1

For extracting cheek caps. Can also be used for all Cheek Teeth.
Stainless steel.

OLI'S STYLE CAP EXTRACTOR
WITH SPECULUM OPENER

CT03

Suitable for removing retained deciduous
cheek teeth in
both upper and lower arcades. Also useful in removing most
loose cheek teeth in geriatric horses. 15 inches (38cm) in length.
Machined grooves on jaws can be used for opening McPherson style
speculums. Stainless steel. * WHILE STOCKS LAST

UPPER MOLAR EXTRACTOR

3 PRONG EXTRACTORS - ONSIDE

CT08

3 PRONG EXTRACTORS - OFFSIDE

CT09

CT02

22 inch (56cm) stainless steel spreaders allow the stretching and
fatiguing of the periodontal ligament mesial (in front) and distal
(behind) to the cheek teeth. Essential in removing adult cheek teeth
which are not already loose. Good for extracting retained deciduous
cheek teeth which are worn down too much to grasp with forceps.

CAP SPREADERS

EVDS

Useful in extracting some fragments of fractured cheek teeth. The
unique three prong claw is very effective in grasping geriatric teeth
which are worn down to near gum level. Best to purchase both
onside and offside. Total length is 19 inches (48cm). Stainless steel.

4 PRONG FORCEPS

CT09.1

These 4 prong forceps are our most
universal molar forceps. Suitable for a wide range
of tasks: removing some molar caps on young horses, molar
extractions on middle aged and geriatric horses, also on some
fractured molars, or abnormally short teeth. Useful for sagitally
fractured upper cheek teeth. Wide handles to prevent knuckle
squashing. Total length is 19 inches (48cm). Stainless steel.

COMPOUND RONGEURS

CT10

Compound rongeur with
offset head for bone
surgery cases. Total length
is 13.7 inches (35cm).
Stainless steel.

ROOT ELEVATOR - LEFT SIDED

CT11

* WHILE STOCKS LAST

CT03.1

ROOT ELEVATOR - RIGHT SIDED

CT12

* WHILE STOCKS LAST

22 inch (56cm.) stainless steel upper molar forceps. Concave jaws 1.5
inches (4cm) in height. Concave jaws are excellent for grasping a
variety of sizes and shapes of lower teeth. Stainless steel.

CHEEK TEETH MUCOSAL
ELEVATOR

CT04

Root elevators loosen the teeth in their socket. These can be used on
incisors and some lower wolf teeth. Total length is 6.2" (15.5cm).
Blade width at widest part is 0.19" (5mm). Stainless steel.

RETAINED ROOT
ELEVATORS
- SET OF 4

Use to elevate the gingiva away from the tooth which is to be
extracted, preserving the health of the mucosa and enhancing
healing, also allowing a better grasp of the tooth with the forceps.
Suitable for use with all cheek teeth. Comes with T-handle for extra
torque. 19" (48cm) long, elevator tip is 1.9" (5cm) long & 0.35" (9mm)
wide. Stainless steel.

Left, Right, Rostral and Caudal
elevators for molar fragments,
cap silvers and lower wolf
teeth. Total length is 16.5"
(42cm). Stainless steel.

FULCRUM EXTRACTION
- 4 HEAD / 2 SHAFT SET

MOLAR FRAGMENT EXTRACTOR

4 brass fulcrum heads of different sizes are permanently
attached on 2 shafts. The heads rotate, so there is no
need for left and right handles, allowing them to be
used in both upper and lower arcades. Rods are high
quality stainless steel, heads are A grade drop forged
brass making them extremely strong and durable.
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CT13

CT05
CT15

For extraction of molar fragments when the tooth is no longer
intact. Total length is 19 inches (48cm). Stainless steel.

CHEEK TEETH INSTRUMENTS
DOUBLE ENDED PROBE
- 5 INCH/12.7cm * WHILE STOCKS LAST

CT16

Has hook on one end and blunt probe on other. Handy for picking
feed out as well as removing plaque from canine teeth.

MAXILLARY BUCCAL SLAB
FRACTURE FORCEPS

CT17

Suitable for lower 11s in some cases.
Is also a "turning tool" for rotating young adult teeth during
extraction. Total length is 22 inches (55cm). Stainless steel.

FULCRUM SERRATED JAW BOX
JOINT FORCEPS

EVDS

MULTI-TIP ELEVATOR KIT

CT19

For loosening cheek tooth
root fragments of various
depths and can also be
used for lower wolf teeth.
Stainless steel. Comes with
carry case.

CHEEK TEETH ROOT TIP
COMPOUND FORCEPS

CT20

CT18

For extracting the 06's. Knurled handles for extra grip. Total length is
22 inches (55cm). Stainless steel.

Used for extracting root
tips. Can also be used on
loose slab fractures. Has a spring which helps
avoid applying too much pressure, helping to eliminate
breakages. Total length is 16 inches (40cm). Length of claw is 2.15"
(55mm). Stainless steel.

SURGICAL EXTRACTION
BONE MALLET

N11

MOLT #9 PERIOSTEAL ELEVATOR

N14

17cm long, head diameter 4cm.

CURVED BONE CHISEL

N12.1

Total length is 6.8 inches (17.5cm), curved blade is 0.27 inches
(7mm) wide. Stainless steel.

STRAIGHT BONE CHISEL

N12

13.5cm long, blade width 1cm

Mainly used to lift full thickness soft tissue flaps. The tips require
protection and need to be kept very sharp otherwise shredding of
the flap can happen. Total length is 7 inches (18cm). Stainless steel.

ORAL SPOON CURETTE

N15

Total length is 6.4 inches (16.5cm), widest part of spoon measures
0.3 inches (8mm).

PULP CAPPING GEAR
PULP CAPPING KIT
Includes: 2.3mm diam ball burr,
collette to hold burr in
PowerFloat, Beaver tail, Spoon
excavator, Spatula for cement,120
Paper Points and mixing pads.
C a l c i u m H y d r o x i d e i s N OT
supplied in this kit (available from
local dentists or suppliers).

2.3mm DIAM BALL BURR

PC01

The collette holds the small ball burr PC02 (sold
separately) in place in the PowerFloat.

PC04

6.7 inches (17cm) long.

BEAVER TAIL PLASTIC
BEST
VALUE
PC02

The small ball burr (2.3mm
diameter) is inserted into
the collette PC03 (sold separately) which is then screwed into the
Powerfloat to hold it into place. Used for pulp capping.

COLLETTE

SPOON EXCAVATOR

PC03

PC05

Stainless steel. For use in pulp capping. 7 inches (18cm) long.

SPATULA

PC06

Spatula for cement application. 7 inches (18cm) long. Stainless steel.

PAPER
POINTS
Container of
120 x size 90
paper points.

PC07

MIXING PADS FOR
PULP CAPPING
PCMIXPAD
200 leaves,
1.3 inches (3.5cm) x
1.3 inches (3.5cm).
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The Portable X-Ray Generator
that works with you,
wherever you are!
The VE T-20BT Hybrid batter y
Portable is the lightest, most compact
hybrid battery powered generator
and the most advanced portable
X-ray unit in the market today.

The Poskom Vet20 BT delivers:
l Lightweight—only 6.8 kg!
l Small size—only 36 x 20 x 17 cm
l Freedom of use—powered by a high

l

l

l

l

capacity lithion-ion polymer battery, no
240V power necessary when using in the
eld or in the clinic!
Zero clutter—no power cables makes it
safer to use around the patient and less
hassle for you
Wireless—with the optional R/F module,
the Poskom Vet20 BT can be interfaced
wirelessly to Eklin DR Units, making cords
between generator and DR plate obsolete!
Long-life battery usage—around 300 x-ray
exposures can be made per batter y
charge— batteries recharge 3.5 hours
approx.
Point and shoot—Poskom Vet20 BT can be
programmed with your favourite settings,
removing the need to adjust the exposure
controls with every use

Taking X-Rays has never been easier!

The perfect X-Ray solution for busy vets,
whether in the ﬁeld or in the clinic!

Available now from EVDS

www.evds.vet

Ph: 02 6642 4700
Fax: 02 6642 8564
Email: instruments@evds.net.au
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VET EDUCATION

EVDS

LEVEL 1

ESSENTIALS OF
EQUINE DENTISTRY
5 Day Introduction to Equine
Dentistry for Veterinarians
Horse owners demand high quality
dentistry at affordable prices for their
horses, and we can teach you how to
deliver it! We know the art, science and
marketing of equine dentistry
intimately!
Ÿ

Having hosted over 650 equine vets over
the past 18 years at our training
workshops, the EVDS teaching team is
absolutely dedicated to ensure that every
vet who attends our 5 day workshop returns to
their practice conﬁdent and competent to go
out and perform quality routine dentistry.
Our proven combination of lectures, dry labs,

and practical sessions on cadavers as well as
live horses, allows your knowledge and
conﬁdence to grow over the ﬁve days, and this
reinforced knowledge and new skills WILL stay
with you.

LEVEL 2

INTERMEDIATE
EQUINE DENTISTRY
Take the next step in your
Equine Dentistry career!

Completing Level 2 Intermediate
satisﬁes the enrolment criteria to attend
EVDS Level 3 Medium Workshops

At our four day Level 2 Intermediate
Equine Dentistry workshop we
guarantee to pass on the skills you
need to treat the more complex
cases you see and expand your
treatment options. Inspire your conﬁdence and take the next steps towards total mastery
and fulﬁlment through performing equine dentistry properly. Prerequisite of Level 1
Essentials workshop attendance applies.
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Incisor extractions
Periodontal disease including diastema burring,
cleaning and packing pockets
Anaesthesia and nerve blocks
Wiring of incisor luxation fractures
Maximizing success in extraction of cheek teeth
and what to do if things go wrong.
Radiology and radiography in lectures and in real
cases
Oral examination – being sure you are not
missing too much!

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Practical oroscopy including intra-oral
instrument handling
Odontoplasty in performance horses
Mastering the art and science of dealing with
geriatric dental cases
Pulp capping
The challenges of Sinusitis workup
Symptomatology – pathogenesis
And much more! Space does not permit a full list
of Level 2 topics.

If you think you have enough experience in the eld to attend Level 2 or Level 3, but haven’t completed pre-requisite
workshop Levels, you may still be able to attend by applying to EVDS for special consideration.
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LEVEL 3

MEDIUM
EQUINE DENTISTRY
Join the best in the business
and share the skills of top
equine dentistry
At our Medium Equine Dentistry
workshops, our equine dentistry
experts will share and focus on
the high level techniques and
skills that have made them the
best in the business. If equine dentistry is in your blood, and top quality equine dental
care is your goal, don't miss joining our medium workshop groups for cutting edge
knowledge and experience. Prerequisite of Level 2 Intermediate workshop
attendance applies.

LEVEL 4A &
LEVEL 4B
ADVANCED
EQUINE DENTISTRY
The final 2 levels of EVDS
equine dentistry provide a
forum for advanced surgery
skills to be shared and
further refined.
Lectures and practical sessions will
cover:
Ÿ Ongoing use and techniques in
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

oroscopy
MTE extraction – in-depth training
Buccotomies – how to do them
conﬁdently and competently
Minimally Invasive Repulsions
Mandibular and maxillary repulsions.
Sinus Surgery
Reconstructive oral and facial surgery
Ÿ Tongue lacerations

Mandibular fractures
Ÿ Sinus fractures
Ÿ Techniques for repair oro-nasal
and oro-antral ﬁstulas.
Ÿ Tumor excisions in the equine mouth.
Ÿ Commissurotomies to aid in extraction.
Ÿ

Registrants will work in pairs in the
practical sessions, with one tutor to
every 2-3 registrants.
And that’s just LEVEL A4.
Prerequisite of Level 3 Medium
workshop attendance applies.

If you think you have enough experience in the eld to attend Level 3 or Level 4A/4B, but haven’t completed pre-requisite
workshop Levels, you may still be able to attend by applying to EVDS for special consideration.
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facebook.com/TOOTHFEST

fest
TOOTH 2022

How to & What's New

in Equine Dentistry
(and some small animals too!)

2022

Opal Cove Resort Coffs Harbour, NSW

Prof Paddy Dixon Dr Nicole du Toit Dr Chris Pearce
MRCVS, PhD, DECVD (Eq),
Dip EVDS, FRCVS

BVSc CertEP MSc PhD
DipEVDC DipAVDC MRCVS

CertEM(IntMed) CertES(SoftTissue)
Dip.EVDC(Equine) BAEDT MRCVS

Assoc Prof
Denis Verhilghen

Dr Alex Young
BVSc (Hons 1) DACVR

DVM, MSc, PhD, DES, Dipl. ECVS

A Comprehensive Overview of
Equine & Small Animal Dentistry,

with Practical “How to” Lectures by World Authorities!

PLUS Optional follow-up Equine Dentistry Wetlab
in Grafton
PLUS Social events nightly PLUS Trade show display
Full details, schedule and online registrations at:

www.toothfest.com
Early bird Savings running right up until 2022
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TOOTHfest
2022

How to & What's New

in Equine Dentistry
(and some small animals too!)

Set on the beautiful Coffs Coast, Opal
Cove beachfront resort will provide the
backdrop to Toothfest 2022, our cutting
edge conference offering a unique
opportunity to veterinary professionals.
Showcasing new techniques and
research from world leaders in dentistry
and surgery of the head Toothfest 2021 is
the event you won’t want to miss!

“What’s New” Equine Lectures will be run
at the same time as “How to” Small Animal
Dentistry Lectures, allowing attendees to
mix and match their own selection of
conference content to their needs and
personal interest.

If you are:
n Already enjoying Equine Dentistry,

but want to update your knowledge
and learn more...

n New to Equine Dentistry and want an

overview of what it’s all about and
how to start providing equine
dentistry services for your clients..

n Already experienced and

knowledgeable in equine dentistry,
and interested in keeping abreast of
new techniques and research from
world leaders in dentistry and surgery
of the head...

n In mixed practice and are more

interested in practical knowledge you
can apply directly to your cases, more
than cutting edge knowledge and
techniques...

Then TOOTHFEST is for you!
Dentistry continues to drive
growth in Veterinary Practice!

Don't miss this opportunity!
You will NOT be disappointed!
Visit our website for early bird specials and for latest information:

www.toothfest.com
Email: vets@evds.net.au
Ph: +61 2 6642 4700
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Since 2002

MANUFACTURED AND SUPPLIED BY

Patented (# 2002302009)
TM

EVDS

The PROFESSIONAL EQUINE VETERINARY
MOBILE WORKSTATION of EXCELLENCE
Continuing the revolution in professional care and treatment of
the horse, delivering unparalleled safety, efficiency and versatility.
Extensively ﬁeld-tested across Australia and NZ
Reﬁned and improved from professional user feedback!
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Born out of necessity and sourced from ideas from
vets and horse owners worldwide, the Porta Safe
Stocks answer the need for a safer and better way
to perform a variety of equine veterinary and
husbandry procedures. Porta Safe Stocks
increases the safety, efficiency and versatility of
common procedures, and is a true revolution in
the professional care and treatment of horses.
No more risky business of wrestling with animals!
Using Porta Safe Stocks, horse stress levels are
minimised, allowing a faster, yet more accurate
and thorough procedure, while safety for both

EVDS

horse and handlers has been given top priority.
High levels of PPE and Biosecurity can be
achieved using this trailer!
The feedback from clients who have experienced
the ease of using Porta Safe Stocks has been
phenomenal. For them, the Porta Safe Stocks has
become an indispensable tool, allowing
treatments and procedures on a regular basis that
would not be otherwise possible.
If you truly are looking for the best care for
your horse, the Porta Safe Stocks are a
must.

All sizes of horses catered for
From minis to draught horses, all sizes of horses are safe and comfortable in
the PSS. It is purposely open and non-threatening. Quick release latches on
the gates on three sides ensure the horse can be released quickly.

Eye-work and oro-facial surgery
The head support beam allows easy use of a dental halter with chin support.
From here, eye examinations, tear duct ushing, along with a wide variety of
oro-facial surgeries can be performed in the standing patient.

Endoscopy
Endoscopic examinations can be done in a safe and relaxed manner. The horse,
vet, handler, and equipment remain safe - ensuring full concentration on
achieving an accurate diagnosis.

Dental work
Performance dentistry is well recognised to be essential in maximising comfort
to the horse whilst eating and when bitted. By having the horse sedated and in
the PSS, an accurate examination, diagnosis, and treatment can be done—
every time, on every single horse!

Ultrasound Scanning
With the horse contained in the PSS, it will stand still and allow the vet to scan
tendons and other parts of the body. This is best done in a shady area.
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Radiography (X-rays)
Horses need to stand still to be x-rayed. This is easily done using the PSS in a
shaded area. The x-ray machine stays safe throughout the procedure.

Mini Power Floating
Ponies get lots of dental disease. For the best treatment, a thorough
examination and accurate diagnosis needs to be done rst. This is best done
after the mouth has been ushed. From there a strong light, dental probe and
mirror will allow a proper diagnosis. The PSS makes this process a simple task.

Miscellaneous Vet Work
Abdominal taps, stomach tubing, skin tumour removal, stitch-ups, colic
treatment, caslicks operations, standing castrations, hoof abscesses can all be
done safer, faster and cleaner in the PSS. The stocks can be disconnected and
reconnected from the trailer in just minutes.

Reproductive Work
Ultrasound in mares and pregnancy testing is a breeze on any farm using the
PSS. Uterine swabs, ushes and biopsies can all be done immediately and
cleanly - using the trigger hose and ample bench space. Arti cial insemination
of the mare with chilled semen at the owner’s home can also be accomplished.

Night Operation
With spotlight covering the work area, and interior lights in the lockable PSS
storage compartment, night calls become more manageable. The trailer is easy
to reverse and tows like a two-horse oat. Even at night the trailer stands out
and attracts attention, making it a potent mobile advertising medium. There is
plenty of room for practice signage.

Your Mobile Work Station
Other features of the PSS include:
Hot dip galvanising of trailer and crush
Ÿ 100 litre water tank and electric pressure pump
Ÿ Electric brakes on the trailer
Ÿ Dual axle wheels and springs
Ÿ Three work benches
Ÿ Large lock-up storage compartment with easy access.
Ÿ Option for digital weight scales to be installed, with
the read out in the safe con nes of the lock-up tool
box
Ÿ

From pulling up on the farm, the whole station is set up in less than 3 minutes.
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EVDS
EQUINE VETERINARY &
DENTAL SERVICES Pty Ltd

www.evds.vet
Clinic Location
160 Old Lilypool Road
South Grafton, NSW, 2460

Mailing Address
PO BOX 95
South Grafton, NSW, 2460

Clinic Contact Information
Ph: 02 6642 4700
Fax: 02 6642 8564
vets@evds.net.au

Contact Information for Dental Instruments/
Vet Education/Equipment Repairs
instruments@evds.net.au
vets@evds.net.au
Ph: 02 6642 4700

